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Abstract

Applying process identification techniques to industrial
processes is often troubled by slow variations of the process
output signals, trends. Proper models can only be estimated if
low frequent signals are at least a few times contained in the
data set. If lower frequencies with significant amplitude occur,
they should be filtered prior to model estimation. ~e here want
to derive some criteria upon which can be decided to filter or to
leave a trend in the data set.
The cross correlation of trends added to the output with the
input signal gives the contribution of trends to the error
criterion that is minimized for model estimation in case of a
least squares estimation, using a finite impulse response (FIR)
model. In general the input signal will be a pseudo random binary
noise sequence (PRBNS). In this case We find that the
contribution of the trend to the error criterion is small, but
clearly visible.
Assuming that all input and output data ate filtered by the same
filter prior to model estimation, we find that the contribution
of the filtering to the error criterion can be obtained
independent of the process to be modeled. It can be described as
the autocorrelation of the filtered input signal. For an
unfiltered PRBNS (the usual input signal), this is 1 for lag R 0,
and 0 for lag ~ O. For the filtered case, comparing results from
experiments with the expectation for an unfiltered PRBNS, no
difference is noticeable for longer data sets (> 1000). This
leads to the conclusion that trendfiltering is generally desired,
but care should be taken as the term affected by filtering might
have a stronger impact on the model estimation than the term that
is influenced by the trend added to the output. Due to lack of
time no further research could be done on this subject. A more
fundamental choice on whether trendfiltering is desired can
therefore not be made yet.
The filter chosen for trendfiltering has to be phase free. This
is because filtering a sampled signal can best be done low pass
(the data does not contain high frequencies), and subtract the
filtered signal from the original. It is essential however that
no phase shift is introduced by filtering which requires the use
of special filters. The filter that is advised is a first order
cascade filter. It first filters the data set in the usual way
(first order), then repeats this operation backward on the
already filtered data (usihg the same filter). The backward
filtering is possible as it is dohe off-line. This yields a decay
of 40 dB/decade and a transient and DC-input response that are as
short as possible. This latter effect can cause severe
deterioration of the result of trendfi1tering due to the long
time constants that are used for trendfilters (only low
frequencies are filtered).
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I Introduction

In the group information technology of Philips glass, ample
experience has been gained in the application of process
identification on industria! processes, in particular glass
processes. Typical industrial problems have risen during the
application of the theory. One of the problems encountered in
practice in model estimation, is the occurrence of slow drifts on
the output signals during the experiments. These are partly
caused by the fact that the model cannot fully describe the
generally very complex industrial processes. Only a limited
number of inputs of industrial processes will generally be used
for modellation of the process, in order to keep the complexity
of the model in hand. A selection will be made of inputs that are
responsible for the major part of the output fluctuations. The
inputs that have not been selected for the modeling may however
contribute to the changes found at the outputs of the process.
During the modeling these changes are considered as coloured
output noise. Often the characteristics of these contributions to
the output noise are known and in many cases the effects are slow
variations of the outputs: trends. These trends have a bad
influence on the quality of the model obtained from the
identification due to the limited length of the data set used for
the identification. In general only part of a period to a few
periods of the trend signal will be present in the data interval
used for the parameter estimation. The estimating algorithms
cannot cope with these low frequent drifts because they need
several periods of a component to make a proper estimation. If
strong drifts are added to the output signals, it is therefore
desirable to filter the output signals first, prior to carrying
out the model estimation. Little research has been done sofar
however, on the importance of the influence of these drifts on
the final model. During my graduation work, I therefore took a
closer look at the importance of trendfiltering for model
estimation. For a FIR (Finite Impulse Response) model the
influence of trends on the finally estimated model can be
calculated as will be done, and will be compared with the
influence on the model of trendfiltering. In this way, it will be
possible to give criteria for an optimal filtering of trends. In
the following chapter the influence of trends on the final model
will be calculated, and in further chapters the influence of
filtering, and the comparison of both.
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II Bffects of trends on estl••ted ~del.

As stated before, the effects of trends on models can be very
harmful. This will be researched into more detail in this chapter
for the case of FIR (Finite Impulse Response) models. rirst the
model will be described, and the effects of input and output
signals on the estimated model. This will lead to an experiment
to determine the autocorrelation of a PRBNS and the cross
correlation with low frequent sine waves, in order to yield a
measure for the disturbance as a result of trends. If the process
is assumed to fit into the class of Markov models, its behaviour
can be modeled by the following system :

witht Y - output signal matrix
o - input signal matrix
M- Markov parameter matrix
N - noise signal matrix

dim[Y]r
dim[ 0]:
dim[H]r
dim[N] :

( 11.1)

q )( (1+1)
p·(I(+l) )( (1+1)
q )(p'(I(+l)
q )( (1+1)

Uk uk+1 Uk+1
u
k

_
1 Uk uk+l-1

g •

Uk_I( uk_l(+l' .. uk-I(+l

M• [ MO M1 ; M2 ; ... ; MI( ]

N • [ nk nk+1 ; ... ; nk+l ]

In this description only the outputs of the process are assumed
to be corrupted with noise.
In eq. (11.1) only K+1 Markov parameters are used. In general for
a real physical system (1(+1)~~. A model that includes the tails
can be written ast

( II. 2)

A

witht "m· [HO ; H1 ;

Y • [Yk Yk+l

; H )
m
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In this expression the term Htail·Qtaildescribes the tail

responses and the term H .Q stands for the first m+1 parametersm m
of the impulse responses. For many stable systems m can be chosen
large enough to make the tail effects negligible provided the
system does not have pure integrating action. The model used for
the estimation of the process behaviour can be written as:

Y • H .Q
m m ( II. 3)

The process description can also be split in a part describing
the main transfer, and a part describing the tail effects:

with:

( tI.4)

..... ]

Q ..
m

u
k

_
m

_
1

u
k
_
m

Uk 2 Uk 1'"-m- -m-

uk-m+I-1
uk-m+I-2
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II.A Least squares parameter estimation

The least squares solution of eq. (11.4) is a parameter matrix M
chosen in such a way that the span of difference E (the output
error ma trix) s

E = Y - Y ( II.S)

is orthogonal to the span of matrix Q. This solution can be found
by minimizing function V:

tV • tr(E'! ) ( II. 6)

with respect to parameter matrix M . Eq (11.6) gives the total
m

enerlY of the difference between the measured output signals and
the output si~nalsAestimated by the model. Substitution of E by

eq. (11.5) and Y by M .g yields the expression of V as a functionm

of parameters M .m

This expression can be developed further:

tAt A t At
V • tr {YY - 2'M .Q.y + M .Q .Q 'M }m m m m m m

( II. 7)

( 11.8)

in which use is made of the following properties of the trace
functions

tr (A'B) • tr (B'A)
tr (At) • tr (A)

This function now has to be minimized with respect to Mm' This

means that the derivative of V must be zero for the desired M.m
Vith aid of differentiation rules for the trace function s

* a tr(A'B) • Bt
a A

this yields:

tAt
o • -2·y·g + 2'M .Q .gm m m hi
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from which we can derive M :m

• t t -1M• y.Q .(Q .Q )
m m m m ( 11.10)

Ve will now take a closer look at the error function V which is a
measure for the exactness of the model. This error function was
defined as ( eq. (11.6» I

tV .. tr(E'E )

in which E can be written as : (eq. (11.5»

.
(Hm- Hm)·Qm+ Htail·ate!l + N

Substituting this in the above equation yields

tV .. tr(E'E ) ..

( It.ll)

( !I.U)

( 11.13)

In this expression, inner products of input data occur, of noise

added to the output, and of cross products, e.g. in Qm·g~

uk uk+1 uk+l uk uk_1
u
k

_
m

u
k

_
1 uk u uk+1 uk uk+l-l k-m+1

ta·g .. •m m

u uk 1'" uk_m+l uk+l Uk+1- 1'" uk+1_mk-m -m+
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k+l t
L:ui _ ·uii.k m

k+l t
L:u ·u

i.k i-m i-1

k+l t
L:u ·ui-1 i-mi.k

k+l t
L:u •ui.k i-m i-m

( II.14)

If V is normalized by 1+1, the length of the experiment minus the
number of Markov parameters to be estimated, we find for each of
the terms in this matrix the following expression :

k+l t
1/1· ru ·u

i."k. i+'t i

In aeneral the inputs will be excited by Pseudo Random Binary
Noile Sequences (PRINS) as will be explained later in section B.
In the limit of infinite experiment length ( 1 ~ ~ ), this
expression equals R('t), the autocorrelation function, which .gain
for the case of a PRBNS input can be calculated (section B) as:

N is the repetition period of the PRBNS

The PRBNS amplitude is here taken A.
This expression is only useful if the length of the expetiment is
sufficiently Ion,. If this assumption is no longer valid, the
results will have to be described statistically as will be done
in subsequent sections of this chapter.

The product of 2tail , and 2~ail can be treated in the same way
and will obviously yield the same result.
the autocorrelation of the output noise N·Nt /l+1 is a matrix that
will be fully filled as the noise will ,enerally be colouted,
resulting in a non zero product for all lags.
The cross-product of 2tail and 2m gives :
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Uk uk+1 ... uk+l
uk_1 uk uk+l-1

t
Am' AtaU-

u uk l' •. uk-m -m+ k-m+l

uk_m_1 uk_m_2······

uk_m uk_m_1······

Uk 1 1 uk 1·2····-m+ - -m+ -

Vhich contains inner products of time shifted inputs (~-a). This
matrix thus contains all zeros in the case of an infinite
experiment.

The expression for V (eq. (11.13» also contains inner products
for the input signals with the noise added to the output. In
general this noise is coloured but independent of the input
signals, so we find

provided that the experiment duration is long enough.
Summarizing we find that all terms in the error criterion will be
zero for infinite length experiments, except for the auto product
terms. If the number of Markov parameters is chosen high enough,
then the tail term will not considerably contribute to the sum,
which leaves the term with the difference of the actual Markov
parameters and the model parameters, and the term with the noise
add.d to the outputs. As this last term cannot be influenced by
the •• timating al,orithm, the result of minimization will indeed
be a fit of model on process parameters, which yields a minimum
for the error criterion equal to the noise contribution.
This however is only valid for sufficiently long experiments (
that may be considered of infinite duration ). If this is no
longer true, no statements can be made for the validity of the
derived minimization criterion. In the following section I
therefore start an experiment which should tell for which
sequence lengths the length of the experiment may still be
considered as sufficient (infinite), and what will be the
contribution of the several terms to the error criterion V if the
length of the experiment is no longer sufficient.
These experiments will also be used to measure the influence of
trends (low frequent noise) on the FIR model. For this purpose
the autocorrelation of a PRBNS of varying length is statistically
described by analysis, and verified by experiments. This is
repeated with the cross correlation of a PRBNS with samp1ed sines
of low frequency. This will be carried out in the following
sections,
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II.B choice of test sequence

For the kind of sequence to be used, during the experiments for
estimating the autocorrelation and cross-correlation, several
possibilities are available. They will be discussed, and compared
to each other in this section. First, we will discuss some
properties for the case of an infinite sequence. The most
important property of a noise sequence for the purpose of model
estimation is the spectral density function. Given the
autocorrelation of the noise sequence in question, the spectral
density function can be calculated with aid of the
Viener-Kintchine theorem I

lII)

G (f) • P[ R (~)J. J R (~) e-j2nf~d~n n n
_lII)

( 11.15)

spectral density of the noise sequence.

autocorrelation of the noise sequence.

T

This theorem will be used to calculate the spectral density
function for a few specific cases.

II.B.1 randoa noraa!!y distributed sequence.

This is a sequence as can be generated directly in ctrlc
(software package for control and identification), by usina the
random generator. Every T seconds, a new sample is ,enerated,
normally distributed round ~ero, with standard deviation a.
Figure 1 gives a typical sequence of this kind.

1.5

1.0

0.5

O. a1---+--+---+--1----+------+--+----------
t~

-0.5

-1.0

-1. 5

-2.0

-2.5
Figure 1 normally distributed sequence.
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In order to determine the autocorrelation of this sequence we
distinguish three cases. Note that the sequence is considered to
be a continuous signal, which is reasonable as it will be output
as such using a zero order hold.

1. l'tI>T

This means that we want to determine the autocorrelation

Rn('t) • B[n(t)n(t-'t)] • 0,

as we consider the correlation of two sequences that are
independent, assuming that the generator is white.

The autocorrelation for l'tl = 0, this means variance of the
sequence:

2-(as n • 0)

o .!..
T

Figure 2 Random normally distributed sequence.
autocorrelation and power spectral density.
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3. 0 < lorl < T

The signals now partly are the same, and partly not. The
identical parts produce a non zero result:

R (or) _ R (0) (!:l!lTor ). a2 (1 _ l!l)n n T

Summarizing we find for R (or):
n

Rn(or) - I[n(t)n(t-or)] - a
2
A(lfl)

in which A(t) is the triangle function (1 for t-O, 0 for Itl-l).
This result is plotted in figure 2, together with the
corresponding spectrum density function Gn(f)

For low frequencies, related to the sampling frequency, this
signal may be considered white as is demanded for model
estimation.

II.S.2 randoa binary noise sequence

As with the normally distributed case, this sequence is also
discrete, but now with the restriction that it can only take two
values, in our case ± 1. For the sake of model estimation, this
means that the process will be excited at one amplitude only. As
the model is linear, this is an advantage. In this way, non
linearities in the process will not be measured, and thus will
not trouble the estimation of the model which can't cope with non
linear transfers. Further advantages of random binary sequences

1.

o.

-1.

..--- ,-- -

I
r

t -+
T

- "-- "-- L......- '-

Figure 3 random binary sequence.
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o10 r-----r--;---;--.,......,....--.--................__- ~-........---==c=--~~~

RSNS

-1
10

-2
10

-3
10

-4
10

Figure 4 I spectrum of RBNS and filtered white noise
(second order)

are the possibility to dynamically research non linearities, by
repeated experiments at different PRBNS amplitudes, and the sharp
decay of the spectrum towards 0 at f=1/T. This last fact means
that the process is still excited strongly at half the sample
frequency (see figure 4 for a logarithmical plot). A typical
random binary sequence is plotted in figure 3.
For the calculation of the autocorrelation the same route as for
the normally distributed case can be followed, yielding a similar
result. This can be easily recognised as for I~I > T , the result
is also 0, due to the two in that case independent sequences that
are correlated. For smaller I~I the result again depends on the
fraction of the signals that are identical, and for I~I • 0, the
result is 1, as the identical sequences with amplitude 1, elwRys
yield a product term 1. This means that autocorrelation and power
spectral density function are the same as for the normally

2 2distributed sequence, with a replaced by 1.(in fact a , the
variance of the binary sequence is 1)
This random binary sequence can be generated in ctrlc ih two
ways:

1- with the aid of the random generator, which
produces normally distributed sequences, and then
replacing all positive values by 1, and all
negative values by -1. The result is a seqUence
with for each sample two possibilities, each



occurring with chance 1/2, as is exactly the
demand for a random binary sequence.

2- with the
procedure
sequences
repeating

aid of a specially written ctrlc
that generates pseudo random binary

(see next section), but with such a long
period that it may be considered random.

II.B.3 pseudo rando. binary noise sequence.(PRBNS)

This is a sequence, just like the random binary sequence, with
the exception that the generator is not truly random but periodic
with N samples. For the autocorrelation this means that the first
part is just like the random case, but that it starts repeating
itself after Tr • NT samples. In this case (~ • Tr ) the
correlated sequences are identical again. As we now have a time
signal that is periodic we can develop this signal as a fourier
series, or written as a transform:

The autocorrelation function and power spectral density are
plotted in figure 5 .

! \
I \

,
I
I

I \
I \

I I I +. ~
, 0: t t-~ ~T ~ -T 1 T

Ta

Figure 5 • Pseudo random binary noise sequence.
autocorrelation and power spectral density.
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The transform equation means that the envelope of the power
spectral density function is the same as for the random case, but
that within this envelope only discrete frequencies are
generated, equally spaced in the frequency domain, determined by
the repetition period. If this period increases, the number of
frequencies actually generated increases too. For sufficiently
long repetition period (enough frequencies available in the
'white' part of the spectrum), This sequence may also be used for
model estimation. In ctrlc however, the repetition period is so

16long, that it may be considered as a random sequence (Tr~ 2 ~

64 K). This at first sight seems to be an advantage, and it is
indeed in the infinite case, but in the finite case some
difficulties arise as will be discussed in the following section.

II.B.4 finite len,th sequences.

In practice we will be dealing with finite length sequences,
instead of the above mentioned infinite length sequences. Still
ve want the signal to be as white as possible, i.e. as much
frequencies as possible equally excited. A normally distributed
sequence has the disadvantage that the property of varying
amplitudes can trouble the model estimation, due to non
linearities in the process. Besides, this degree of freedom
requires a sufficiently long sequence to produce a power

2reasonably near to the expectation a. Therefore we limit
ourselves to binary sequences, which even for length 1 already
have power 1 (for sequences with possible values ±1). Truely
random sequences cannot be generated by pseudo random noise
generators, but the repetition period can be so long that in fact
we can deal with them as random. For shorter sequences however,
this doesn't guarantee at all, that all frequencies possibly
excited by the specific sequence, are equally touched. It depends
very much on the particular algorithm used for generating the
sequences, whether they have the property to generate a white
spectrum for low frequencies, or not. For this reason the ctrlc
procedure prbns viII be used in which much effort has been put to
generate a sequence that is already white for rather short
length. The alternative is to use a PRBNS with repetition period
matched to the desired length of the sequence.(about the same)
Such a sequence vould also be white for low frequencies, but has
to be adjusted to the length of the sequence each time.

-15-



II.C PRBMS, autocorrelation for varying length

Now we have decided to use a PRBNS for the experiments, the
autocorrelation for such a sequence can be calculated as a
function of the length. This will be done by generating a number
of PRBNS sequences and then calculating the autocorrelations for
each sequence. By averaging and calculating the variance, we can
get a good estimation for the mean autocorrelation of a PRBNS,
and the variance of this autocorrelation for a particular
sequence length. But for the autocorrelation these values can
also be derived as will be done first.

II.C.1 expectation for .ean and variance

Here we want to derive an expression for the expectation and the
variance of the autocorrelation of a PRBNS of specific len,th.
The autocorrelation of input data is the factor that directly
determines the disturbance of the estimated markov parameters due
to the limited sequence length as is explained in section A (see
eq. 11.13). The derivation will be made, keeping in mind that the
used PRBNS has very long repetition period, so we can consider it
as a random binary sequence, with amplitude 1. For ~ z 0, the
calculation is simple: each value ±1 is multiplied by itself and
will always yield 1, independent of the length of the sequence.
So for

~.O : B[R(O)] • 1 , and var[R(O)] • O.

For ~ ~ 0, we consider the normalized product of two sequences
that are independent of each other:

l • ~* !

l is a stochastic variable, formed by the
Independent stochastic variables v and
probability 0.5, so t

product of the two
w. v and ware ±1 with

P(l-l) • 1/2
P(l=-l)= 1/2

as the probability of v and w equal is the same as v and w not
equal. The autocorrelation of a-PRBNS of N samples length for ~ ~

0, is the same as taking the mean over N samples of experiment l'
Ve can calculate the expectation and variance of this new
variable l, for an experiment of 1 sample.

E[l] • O.

var[ l ] • 1.

For a sequence of N samples , over which the mean is taken, the
expectation would remain the same, but the variance will be
reduced by a factor N, as stated by the central limit theorem. So
for a new variable z which is defined as:

-16-



the expectation and variance are:

B[!] • B[R(~)] • 0

var[ ! ] s var[R(~)] - liN

~ ~ O.

~ ~ O.

Another way of looking at it is considering the sum of a sequence
of N identical experiments, each with probability p to occur. The
probability distribution of a sequence of length N is a binomial
distri bution:

(N) 1 N-l
P(~.l). tl p (l-p) -

in which 1 is the number of successful experiments( e.l. the
sample is 1 ). For the sum of this sequence we then find

because the chance that the sum of the sequence is k (or the mean
kiN) is the same as that N+k/2 experiments have been successful.
Note that for even N, k is also even, and for odd N, k is odd.
For simplicity N will be taken even in the sequel. For the mean z
we obtain: -

N/2 2k 2 ( N) N• E ("N) ~12+k (l/2) ...
k--N/2

with k replaced by 2k

NI2
_ (1/2)N-2 lIN2 \' k2 ( N )

'-' ~/2+kk... -NI2

Continuing, with the expression behind the summation sign, and
replacing k by j-N/2

N/2 2E k
k--N/2

-17-
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N
E j2~)

j-O

N j 2NI N j NI N2 N (N)
j ~ j I (N-j ) I - Nj.~ j! (N- j ) I + I; j ~ IJ '"

~ j N (N-1)1 ~ N ~N-1r N
2 E(N)

j!l (j-I)!(N-j)! - Nj,J (j-l) (N- )! + "4 j-O IJ •

~ {N(J-1HN-l)1 N (N-1)1 } 2 ~ (N-11 N
2
~ (N)

j:t (j-l) N-j)! + (j-l)I(N-j)! - N j=1 1J-11 + I; j~ IJ II:

N { } N 2 NE N(N-1~(N-2) I + N (N-1) _ N2 E (N-l1 +!i E (N) _
j.1 (j-2) (N-j)! 1J-1 j ..1 1J-11 4 j-O IJ

n
Using the binomial theorem (l+x)n '" E ~) xm ,with x.1 this

m::O
reduces to

2
N (N

2
N N N

2
N

2
) :: 2N !i

4
.. N 2N- 2

4 - 4 + 2 - 2 + 4

Including the factor before the summation sign again we obtain:
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var[ ! ] . liN

which indeed is the same result as was found using the central
limi t theorem.

II.C.2 experi.ents

For the experimental verification of the autocorrelation 20 PRONS
sequences were generated of length 50000, with a generator which
has repetition length of 64K, so that the sequences can be
considered to be RBNS (random binary noise sequences). The
autocorrelation was calculated up to depth 25 for each of the
sequences over successively 100, 300, 1000, 3000, 10000, 30000,
and 50000 samples. For each sequence length the 20
autocorrelations are averaged, and the variance is calculated.
Th~ variance is calculated in two ways:

1- supposing the mean known (1 for ~.O, 0 for ~ ~ 0), so
20 experiments are available for variance estimation.

2- by regarding the mean as an unknown value, and
calculating it first with the measured data, and then
calculating the variance.

Both give nearly identical results, so only method 1 will be
presented.

Results are plotted in figure 6
varying lag. The top right
length.100.

for varying sequence length, and
corner has lag.O, and sequence

1EAN AUTOCORREL

2S

VARl AUTOCORRELATION PR8NS

t
liN

V/1f

25

Figure 6 Estimated mean and
autocorrelation of PRBNS.
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The three dimensional figures cleArly show the mutual relAtions
among all determined autocorrelations, but contain no information
on the actual values received. For this reason 4 other plots are
added: figure 7 shows estimated variances of the autocorrelation
for length 100, 1000, and 10000, and figure 8, showing the
variances for lag. 3. The expectation of the autocorrelation is
1 for ~.O, and reasonably well near 0, for ~¢O (judged by the

calculated variance lin). ./
From figure 7 we read~
average variance for ~100,
1000, 10000, which is l/n as
was already derived in the
previous section .
This is confirmed by figure
8, which can be approximated
with l/n. For sequence
length 50000 the variance
tends to drop below this
value, which is caused' by
the fact that the sequence
is not truely random, but
periodic with period 64K
samples. If the sequence
length is sufficiently close
to this period, the variance
will drop towards finally 0
for length 64K.
For this case the results
could be predicted and are
as we expected. Ve now want
to focus on the case of
cross correlation of a prbns
with a sampled sine wave.
This will be dealt with in
the next section.
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Figure 8 estimated variance of PRBNS autocorrelation
for increasing sequence length.

11.0 PRBNS, cross correlation with saapled sine vaves.

After calculating and verifying the auto correlation of a PRBNS
for varying sequence length, we now want to estimate the cross
correlation with sampled sine waves, again for varying sequence
length and for varying sine periods. The same set of sequence
lengths is taken as for the autocorrelation (100, 300, 1000,
3000, 10000, 30000, and 50000), and for the sine vave 1, 3, and
10 periods on the length of the sequence. The results of this
experiment will be useful for the estimation of the necessity of
trend correction, as trends in the output signal influence the
FIR estimation through cross correlation with the input signal
which viII generally be a PRBNS.
Before starting the experiment, we viII first calculate the mean
and variance of the cross correlation of PRBNS with sampled sine.

11.0.1 expectation for aean and variance

The expected mean and variance are calculated similar to the way
used for the autocorrelation case. The PRBNS is considered to be
a random sequence, and the sine is supposed to have a phase
probability vhich has uniform distribution. The product of one
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sample of the sine sequence with one PRBNS sample can be
described by a stochastic variable l :

l=!'!:

v is the stochastic variable that describes the PRBNS

P(v..1) .. 112
P(~.-l)- 1/2

w describes the sampled sine : w .. sin u
The probability density functioh of- u was supposed to be
uniformly distributed

f (u) .. lin
u -n12 < u < nl2

The cumulative probability density is

F (u) • 1/2 + ulnu -n12 < u < nl2

For w we can now find

FW(w) .. P(!:~w) .. P(sin(~)~w) = P(~~arcsin(w» ..

F (arcsin(w» .. 1/2 + arcsin(w)/nu

differentiating this result yields

1
fw(w) - Fw'(w) • ~ 2
- - n' (l-w )

-1 ~ w ~ 1

As v can take values t1, each with probability 1/2, and the
proDability density of w is symmetric around 0, we can see that
the probability density 01 l is the same as for!: :

-1 ~ y ~ 11
f (y) .. F ' (y)... r 2
l l n'~(l-y )

Now for l the expectation and variance can be calculated :

As fl(y) is symmetric around 0

] 51 y2 d 5nl2 sin2(t)var[ l" - y - - d sin(t) ..
-1 n,J(1_y2) --nI2 n'cos(t)

nl2 2 nl25 lin sin (t)dt .. 5 1/2n(l - cos(2t»)dt • 1/2
-~2 -~2
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Now take a sequence of N samples of l, and calculate the mean
over the sequence. The results can again. be found with the
central limit theorem which yields I

var[ z = 1/2N

correlations
each sequence
is estimated

N
in which z is the average of N samples of l : ! · liN ~lj

j=l

The central limit theorem can only be applied if the samples in
the sequence are independent. Although the amplitudes of two
subsequent samples remain the same as these are determined by the
sine wave, they are still independent for long sequences as the
sign of samples with equal amplitude is random. Note that the RHS

value of the sine input is l/i2 and that the result for var[ z ]
should be corrected for this to be able to compare with-the
autocorrelation :

var[ ! ] • liN

This is the same result as for the autocorrelation. The meaning
of this result however is slightly different. For the
autocorrelation of a RBNS the expectation of values for
subsequent lags are independent, and in fact are zero. Fot the
cross-correlation the expectation for each lag is zero as ~ell.

Subsequent lags do not produce inde~endent correlation values
however. Shifting a sampled sine and a RBNS with a clock period
much shorter than the sine period will produce a more or less
identical result. This can be understood by regarding the RBNS as
a signal that contains all frequencies each with random phase.
The correlation with the sine yields a maximum if phase of sine
and the corresponding frequency in the RBNS are the same. The
cross correlation will therefore have the shape of a sine wave
with period equal to the sampled sine. The RHS value of the found
correlation then equals the derived standard deviation. Now let
us check this by experiments in the next section.

11.0.2 experiaents

The cross correlation of PRBNS and sampled sine is expected to be
zero, and have variance liN, for sines with RHS value 1; as
described in the previous section. The experiments described
here, should confirm the value and the shape of the variance of
the cross correlation
As with the autocorrelation experiments, 20 cross
are calculated for all number of periods and for
length. The mean is calculated and the variance
around the expectation of the cross correlation O.
The results are shown in figures 9 through 11. The shortest
sequence length is in the back of the figures (the top), time lag
is increasing from right to left, with lag=O at the right side.
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MEAN CROSS CORRELATION ~&BNS. 3 PERIODS
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30000
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Plgore 10 I estleated "an and 'arlance of cross correlation of
PRBNS vlth 3 perIods of sampled sIne
a) mean b) variance
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PI8Ure 11 : estImated mean and varIance of cross correlation of
PRBNS vlth 10 perIods of sampled sIn.
a) mean b) Variance
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In order to economize on the vast number of 2 dimensional figUres
that had to be added if calculated values were to be displayed,
in each figure the mean or variance values are displayed for each
sequence length. The value given is an estimation for the peak
amplitude of the concerning wave (as all values have a sinusoidal
dependency on the lag).
All correlations as a function of lag, with sequence length set,
have a sinusoidal shape, with period equal to the original
sampled sine (thus either 1, 3, or 10 periods on a full
sequence), and with arbitrary phase. This can be understood by
regarding the PRBNS as a signal that contains all frequencies,
which if the product with a particular frequency is taken will
yield a peak amplitude if both phases coincide. The phase of the
concerning frequency in the PRBNS is of course random. Note
however, that the peak values of these correlations are still
very close to the expected value O. For longer sequences, the
correlations are closer to zero as the PRBNS contains more
frequencies, so each frequency will have less energy in it. Vith
each individual correlation function sinusoidal, the average
(mean) over a number of these functions with rando~ phase will
also be sinusoidal, which can be seen in figures ~- 11 a). The
frequency of the sine is the same as the original sin~, e.,. for
sequence length 100: In figure 9, 1 period over 100 samples, as
input, and a correlation function over lag up to 25 means that a
quarter of a full sine should be the result of the correlation.
This indeed is the case. In figure 10, three periods were
contained in the original signal, so the output should have 3/4
sine wave in it, as can be seen. Figure 11 finally, shows that
for 10 periods on the input, the output indeed contains 2.5
periods of a sine. All this for the case of sequence length 100.
If the length of the sequences increases, the correlation
function will appear slower, as the maximum lag of 25 covers a
decreasing part of the period of the original sine. For sequence
length 50000, this means that only 25/5000 a 1/200 period will be
covered by the correlation with 10 periods, and thus the function
will appear to be a straight nearly flat line, althou.h the
sinusoidal dependency is still valid. The maxima of the mean
correlation will generally not be covered by the plot for long
sequences. The values given are always an estimation for the
value that the correlation would have taken at a maximum, even if
this maximum is not in the plot.
Summarizing, the characteristics of the correlation function are:

- It is sinusoidal with period ~ : seq. length / *periods

- The peak amplitude is steady for increasing lag.

- The peak amplitude is roughly independent of the number
of periods of the original sine (as long as the PRBNS
can be considered white for this particular frequency).

As for the variance of the correlations, figures 9~ 11 b), the
shape of the function is also sinusoidal, but with double
frequency, and an offset added. This follows directly from the
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shape of the mean of the correlations. 1f the function of the
mean of correlations crosses zero, it may be accepted that the
majority of zero crossings of the individual functions are
grouped around this point. The variance of the correlation
functions will thus be at a minimum around this point. At the
extrema of the mean of correlations, the variance will have
maxima. The values given in the figures again are estimated peak
values of the variance function. Even more clearly as with the
mean, it can be seen that the maximum variance is independent of
the number of periods that the PRBNS is correlated with. All
other features of the mean of correlations are also valid for the
variance of correlations, with remark that the period of the
variance is twice that of the mean. The fact that the variance is
periodic, and that the value of the maxima is roughly independent
of both lag and number of periods, offers the possibility to
compress all calculated variances into one 2 dimensional figure:

OVERALL MAXIMUM
- 2 r-----r---.....__--r---r-~-___r--~___r___r___r_--..___-.....,.....-.....__,....,

10

z
0

-3......
~ 10
«
...J

~

W ~

0::
a::
0
u
X -4 "10
0:: "-« "-> "-

"-
"-

"-

-5
10

10 2 10 3 10 4 10 5

SEQUENCE LENGTH

Figure 12 maximum of estimated variances for cross
correlation of PRBNS with sampled sines.
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The overall maximum of variances, as a function of sequence
length. This means that for a particular sequence length, the
maximum of all variance values is taken, and plotted. The result
is plotted in figure 12. Note that for longer sequences only a
short burst compared to the period is calculated for the
autocorrelations, and that the peak value is probably not
encountered in any of the autocorrelations. The peak value thus
is likely to be higher than plotted for long sequences.
It is nearly identical with the plot for the autocorrelation of a
PRBNS (see figure 8), as was expected (see previous section).
Note that the amplitude of the original sine is 1, which means
energy 0.5. In order to compare, the variance of the cross
correlation should be multiplied by 2. This would result in a
small shift upwards of figure 12, and the result is even closer
to the autocorrelation case. The fact that the plotted variance
of the cross correlation is slightly larger than for the
autocorrelation, is caused by taking the maxima of the variance
instead of the average which should equal the expectation for
this value as derived in the previous section.
These results give a measure for the importance of trends added
upon the output signal of a process, for model estimation. In
order to decide on whether trend filtering is required to yield a
better model, or that the improvement is less then the price paid
for filtering (part of the information is thrown away), a
similar experiment has to be done for filtered PRBNS's. This will
be described in the next chapter.
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III Effects of trendfiltering on estimated aodeis

After investigating the effects of trends on the estimated model,
we now turn to the case where these trends are first more or less
removed from the data set by filtering. If the frequency
characteristics of the trend are known, the effects on the
modelling error can be determined with the knowledge gained in
the previous chapter. Filtering the input and output data prior
to model estimating will reduce this error but will introduce a
new error due to the disturbance on the data set. The importance
of these effects will be researched in this chapter, which should
provide us the necessary information to make a decision on
whether trendfiltering is desired, and if so how strongly this
has to be done. We will first start by describing the model if
trendfiltering is carried out.

III.A The filtered model.

The modelling of a process whose outputs are disturbed by a trend
additive to the process output can be described by the following
figure:

TRENl)

Y +11-
y,

- PROCESS FILTER -
+'

u + B
.011'),.

_ 'C
~

U, y,

- FILTER MODEL -

Figure 13: process disturbed by additive trends.

The filter on the input data before the model is introduced to
compensate for the trendfilter. If this filter would be omitted,
the model would also incorporate the trendfilter characteristics.
For a HIHO process the filters will generally not be the same,
which introduces the problem of matching the two filters. Another
difficulty that may rise in practice is the low penalty that is
imposed on low frequent modelling errors. This is caused by the
heavy filtering of these frequencies in both loops that is
performed by this scheme. This is the price paid for matching the
model to the unfiltered process. Still the compensation filter is
favourable for the research done in the sequel, as it will lead
to an estimation of the model disturbance that is independent of
the trend characteristics.
Besides, the influence of filtering can only be studied for
specified processes. For this reason we limit ourselves to the
case of all outputs filtered by the same filter. The filtering
may be applied separately to the additive trends and the actual
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process outputs. If all filters are the same the filtering of the
process data may be carried out on the input data instead of the
output data. This also the possibility to filter inputs of the
model yielding a model solely describing the process
characteristics, omitting the influence of the filter. This is
expressed in the following figure:

ITREND

FILTER

y, +
.....-- PROCESS ,(';).

+ "C; ~

U + E
F!LTER i- .e:>.

A ~>I

y,
"'--- MODEL

Figure 14: The process, filtered at the inputs

In this chapter the model again is the Markov model as described
in chapter II (equation 1-4). For the error E we can write as in
section II.A, eq.5

( 111.1)

In this case the output of process and model can be written as:

( !I!.2)

( II!.3)

In which the subscript f denotes the fact that the corresponding
signal is filtered. Minimizing in a least squares sense yields
the model:

( !I!.4)

In the minimizing function V as described in section II.A, eq.13
this yields the following expression:
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( trIoS)

Now this expression can be treated in the same way as expression
II.A, eq.13. The difference is that the noise term is filtered,
reducing its contribution considerably (as this is the term
containing the trend), and that the inner products of input data
are no longer zero for shifted sequences in the limit case of
infinite data sequence length. This will introduce interference
among the Markov parameters. The expected values for the inner
products in the infinite case will be treated in the same way as
was done for the unfiltered case in the previous chapter, by
normalizing V by the sequence length 1+1, and considering the so
formed autocorrelation function Rf(~)' This function naturally
depends on the kind and measure of filtering applied. In the next
section we will therefore first treat several possible filters,
and after that calculate the autocorrelation for some specific
filters in the case of infinite data sequence length. Finally
this research will be completed by an experiment in which for a
specific filter the autocorrelation for PRBNS sequences of
varying length is calculated and the variance of this function.
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III.B Choice of trendfilter.

If large trends are added to the process outputs, these will
generally have to be removed or at least greatly reduced by
trendfiltering. The trendfiltering is actually carried out on
samples data, with aid of a computer, which means that high pass
filtering is a difficult operation. (high frequent components can
not be dealt with in sampled data) For this reason the actual
filter action that is performed is low pass filtering, and the
result of this is subtracted from the original. This is only a
legitimate way however, if no phase lag is introduced on the
filtered signal. If this would happen the low frequent trend
would occur shifted in time in the filtered signal, and
subtracting this from the original would not remove the trend
from the output data. Ve therefore have to focus on methods for
phase-free filtering. Two methods will be considered, which both
use the fact that the filtering is carried out off-line, offering
the possibility to filter backwards (in negative time direction),
see figure 15:

1: parallel of causal and anti-causal filters.
2: cascade of causal and anti-causal filter.

r- CAUSAL

+
U

1<:>'
Y

'I.
*1/2 -

+

"- ANTI-CAUSAL

_U C_A_U_SA_L_----'I _'-CAUSAL

y

Figure 15 a) parallel of causal and anti-causal
filter
b) cascade of causal and anti-causal
filter

Ve will now take
principles, first
simplici ty.

a closer
regarding

look at each of these filtering
the process as continuous for

III.B.1 causal and anti-causal filtering.

The anti-causal filter has impulse response h(-t), with h(t) the
impulse response for the corresponding causal filter (see figure
16) •
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2nd order low pass filler, f e - 0.2 Hz
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2.

1.

3.

Figure 16 Impulse response of a symmetric causal and
anti-causal filter

In order to gain more insight in the effects of anti-causal
filtering we will have a look at the Laplace transform of h(-t).

CD

if 8(8) • f h(t)'e-stat
o

we find for the transform of h(-t)

( I!1.6)

It is obvious that the bilateral Laplace transform has to be used
in this case as the impulse response is not zero for negative t.
From this derivation it follows that the Laplace transform of the
trendfilter 1/2'(h(t) + h(-t» is 1/2'("(s) + 8(-9». The
frequency response of the filter is studied by substituting s.jw:

II) II)

H(jw) .. f h(t)'e-jwtat .. f h(t)'(cos(wt)-jsin(wt»at ..
o 0

R(w) - j'X(w) ( ItI.7)

II)

H(-jw) .. f h(t)'(cos(wt)+jsin(wt»at = R(w) + j'X(w)
o

( ItI.B)

This means that the real part of the causal and anti-causal
filter is the same, but that the imaginary part has opposite
sign, or in terms of H :
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*H(-jro) .. H (jro) ( IlI.9)

For the total transfer of a parallel of a causal and anti-causal
filter we obtain:

1/2'(H(jro) + H(-jro» = 1/2'(R(ro) - jX(ro) + R(ro) + jX(ro» • R(ro)

(III. 10)

This kind of filtering indeed has a purely real transfer, and
therefore introduces no phase shift. R(ro) however, can also have

negative values, which should be regarded as 1800 phase shift.
For the case of cascade causal and anti-causal filtering we can
derive the following expression:

(111.11)~o for all ro

H(jw)'H(-jro» .. (R(w) - jX(ro»'(R(ro) + jX(ro» •

R2(ro) + X2(ro)

This shows that the cascade filter also has zero phase shift. The
parallel filter has a transfer that is the real part of either of
the branches, whereas the cascade filter has a transfer that is
the length of either of the multiplied transfers. In the hext
section we will consider some possible trendfilters in examples
of both cases, and also have a look at the effects of sampling
the signals.

III.B.2 coaparison of several trendfilters.

As described before, the actual filtering is carried out by low
pass filters, and the result is subtracted from the orilinal.
This will be done here for both the parallel and cascade of
causal and anti-causal filter for the 1st and 2nd order case.

III.B.2.a) 1st order parallel filter

For the 1st order parallel fiiter, the following transfer is
obtained:

2
«

2 2
(ex -s )

(III,12)

« is the cut-off frequency (rad/s).

Substituting s .. jro :

2
Ot

2 2
(Ot + ro )

(IIt.13)



0.75

Until now, we have
considered
fil tering of
continuous
signals. In
practice the
filtering will be
performed
numeri cally on
sampled data. 'or
this purpose we
have to consider
the z-transform of
the filter. In
general, the z
transform of the
causal filter is
obtained in the
following way:

This transfer is
indeed real, and
has 40 dB/decade
reduction. The
Nyquist plot (fig
17) clearly shows
the cancellation
of the phase shift
that occurs due to
averaging of these
filters.
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The sampled impulse response of the filter is (sampled every T
seconds)

III

h*(t) '" E h (kT)6(t - kT)
k",O c

(IIL14)

The Laplace transform of the sampled filter is

III

H*(s) '" E h (kT)e-kTs
k",O c

(IIL1S)

sTBy substituting z • e , the z-transform is obtained

III

H(z) '" E h (kT)z-k
k",O c

(IIL16)

For the case of the anti-causal filter this can be repeated:
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h *(-t) '" E h (-ktH(t - kT)
a k-O c

(lIt. 17)

The Laplace transform of the sampled anti-causal filter is

Q)

't'" kTsH *(s) - ~ h (kT)e
a k..O c

the z-transform is obtained

H (z) - r: h(kT)zk
a k..O

(IIL18)

(IIt.19)

This means that in the expressions of the z-transforms of anti
causal filters the powers of z must have opposite sign compared
to the transform of the causal filter. As the z transform merely
is an easier way to denote Laplace transforms of sampled systems,
we can just as well transform the compact z-transform notations
of filter transfers back to the s domain. In order to obtain a
polynomial expression in the s domain, the following substitution
is used:

z -
*1 + s.T/2

1 - s T/2 (IIt.20)

*Evaluating this for s '" jw :

Z • t + JwT12 • ej wT
- wT/2

This last equation sign is allowed as

I t ~ 1:i~~ I .. 1 ,

(
1 + WT/2)with wT .. arg 1 _ wT/2 .. 2 arctan(wT/2), or

~ • 2/T arctan(wT/2)

(II1.21)

(IIt.22)

(!IL23)

This means that we can study H(ejwT), by substituting s*. jw in
the bilineair transformation (111.20), and finally rescale the
frequency according to (111.23). Note that by sampling only
information on the sampled moments is saved, and that the signal
in between generally can never be retrieved. ~e can only study
frequencies up to ~n/T, the maximum of eq 111.23, which equals
the Nyquist rate. If the original signal did not contain
frequencies above this value, it can be retrieved again.
~e will now apply this for the case of the first order parallel
filter. The z-transform of the causal filter is I
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/ ) ! /)

(
./'1"1 ! t> .

).(/ .

!- b
Hc(z) •

1 -1- az

~, ~

/'((

(III. 24)

b • 1-a in this expression to scale the amplification of the
transfer to 1 (z.l yields the amplification) and a is the s pole

-etTtransformed to the z-domain: a = e . To obtain the transfer
for the anti-causal filter, the signs in the powers of z have to
be changed :

bH (z) = ----.or
a 1

1 - az
(III.2S)

Transform to the s-domain by the bilinear transformation
(111.20). Applied to the causal filter (111.24) this yields:

- ( b b(1+sT/2)
Hc s) • 1 1-9T/2 • 1+sT/2 - a(1-sT/2) •

- a1+sT12

b(l+sT/2) ~. (1+sT/2)

1 + ~.sT/2
l.-a

(III. 26)

i h b d -etTV t • 1-a, an a. e a 1 + aT, this can be reduced tOI

H (9) a1+sT/2 • et(1+sT/2)
c 1 + s/et et + s (III.27)

This last substitution is only allowed if etT«l, or et«l/T. For
trendfilters this indeed will generally be true (trends are
typically components in the output spectrum with frequencies
considerably below the sample frequency liT). In this case the
performed reduction is also allowed.
For the anti-causal filter a similar operation can be catried
out:

b(l-sTI2)
1-a - (1+a)sT/2

b(1-sT/2)

b...---:-·(1-sT/2)
l.-a

1+a
1 - -·sT/21-a

(IIL28)

Again with b = 1-a, and a =1 + etT :

H(s) a 1-sT/2 = et(1-sT/2)
a 1 - s/et et - S

(II!. 29)

This is the transfer of the causal filter with s replaced by -s
as could be expected. The total transfer of the parallel filter
can be calculated as:
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(III. 30)

H (s) =1/2 (<«1+ST/2) + «(1-ST/2») =
par « + S « - S

1/2 (<«1+ST/2)(<<-S) + «(1-9T/2)(<<+S») •
(<< + s)·(<< - s)

(
«(<< _ s2T/2 )

(<< + s)·(<< - s)

Substituting s=jw, and rescaling frequency according to (111.23),

the transfer of H(ejwT) is obtained (see figure 18) :

-1
10

1st order filter, fe - 0.01 Hz. T = 1 s

S~MPLED riLTER
....... -~---

-2
10

-3
10

.......

CONTINUOUS FILTER'

Figure 18 Transfer of 1st order parallel filter.

2
H(jw) • «(<< + w T/2)

2 2« + w
(III. 31)

For small w the function w • 2/T arctan(wT/2) is very closely
approximated by w, which means that for low frequencies the plot
on the w scale is very close to the plot on the w scale. The
approximation w = w is accurate within 10% for Iwl < lIT. As the
frequencies we are interested in all fulfil this requirement we

can limit ourselves to studying the transfer H(jw). As can also
be seen in figure 18, this transfer has a double pole and a
double zero. Compared to the continuous filter an additional pair
of zeros is introduced by sampling. The gain for high frequencies
is UT/2. High frequencies can still pass this filter with a gain
that depends on the product of sample time and cut-off frequency.
For a trendfilter this will generally be a small value, but the
effect is still undesired.
In the next section these comparisons will be made for a second
order filter.
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III.B.2.b) 2nd order parallel filter

Repeating the same procedure for the second order parallel filter
we will compare the continuous and sampled filter with each other
and with the 1st order filters. For the transfer of the
continuous filter we obtain

(III. 32)

2 2 222 2
H( s ) = 1/2 ( a 2 + a 2) III 1/2 (a (a-S ) ; a (CIt; s ) ) •

(a+s) (<<-s) (a+s) (a-s)

(
a
2
(a

2
+s2»)

( 2 2)2a - S

Substituting s = j~ :

222
H(j~) • (a (Clt -~ »)

( 2 2)2a + ~

(III. 33)
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Figure 19 Nyquist plot of 2hd order parallel filter
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This transfer has double poles and a zero for s • «, and as well
for s • -«. The reduction therefore is the same as for the 1st
order filter : 40 dB/decade. Besides for w '" ~ the gain is zero
which means that trend components around the cut-off frequency
will not be filtered. The occurrence of this phenomenon is
readily understood by considering the Nyquist plot (fig 19). The
phase shift of the causal filter is n/2 for w a «, and -n/2 for
the anti-causal filter. The parallel of both signals will
therefore yield zero for this frequency. and even produce
negative transfer for w > «.
For the transfer of the sampled filter we again start from the z
transform of the causal filter

(III. 34)

b • (1-a)2 , -ci£a • e

To obtain the transfer for the anti-causal filter, the signs in
the powers of z have to be changed :

(IU.35)

b(1+sT/2)(1-sT/2) '"

(1+sT/2 - a(1-sT/2»2

Transform to the s-domain by the bilinear transformation
(111.20). Applied to the causal filter (111.34) this yields:

b· 1- sT12
if (s) '" 1+--::s:-T_/=2..,....-,,% '"

c (1 1-sT/2)2
- a'!+sTl2

2(l-a + (1+a)sT/2»

(III. 36)
(1_s2T2/4) «2(1_s2T2/4)

2 '" 2
(1 + s/«) (<< + s)

i h b 2 -«TV t '" (l-a) , and a = e =1 + ci£
For the anti-causal filter the transfer is (replace s by -s):

222
"a(s) • m (l-s T ~4)

(m - s)

parallel of these filters yieids:
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(III.38)

222 222
= 1/2 ex (l-s T ~4) + ex (1-s T ~4») =

(ex+s) (ex-s)

222 222
ex2/2(ex+S) (1-s T 14) i (ex-s) ~l-s T 14») ...

(ex + s) (ex - s)

i (1_s2T214)(ex2+ S2»)
(ex2_ s2)2

Vith s replaced by jw this is:

(III. 39)

The absolute value of this transfer is plotted in figure 20 ,
with the frequency axis rescaled according to 111.23. For
reference the transfer of the continuous filter is added. As in
the first order case a double zero is added, but in this case for
w • 2/T, thus independent of the cut-off frequency ex. As for this
value of w the approximation ~ w is not valid, ~ has to be
calculated with : ~. 2/T-arctan(1) 2/T'n/4 • n/2T. This is a
frequency close to the Nyquist frequency of sampling : ~. niT,

so sampling doesn't affect the performance of this filter too
much, as frequencies beyond ~ cannot be represented anyway. The
zero for ~. ex however which is already in the continuous
transfer is undesired. Note that the part beyond ~ • ex actually
is a negative transfer. Vhen subtracting the filtered signal from
the original, this will cause frequencies beyond w-ex to be
amplified instead of reduced, and thus trend components beyond
this point are amplified instead of reduced.

SAMPLEO nL fER

2nd order filter. fe = 0.01 Hz. T - 1 s

-1
10

-2
10

-3
10 CONTINUOUS FILTER "

-4
10 10'----::4~'-----"---"-'1o'---=3~'-----L......L....I10L....._-=2~'-----L......L....I10L....._~1-----..L~L......t.1...JrfJ

FREQUENCY (HZ)

Figure 20 bode plot of continuous and sampled 2nd
order parallel filter.
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111.B.2.c) higher order parallel filters

As can be understood from the Nyquist plot of the second order
filter, and the corresponding transfer function, the occurrence
of one or more zeros in the transfer of the parallel filter viII
for higher orders be in frequency ranges belov the cut-off
frequency. This means that part of the trend viII not be filtered
at all. These filters are therefore useless for trendfiltering.
Ve will now turn to cascade filtering.

111.B.2.d) first order cascade filter

The first order continuous filter has the following transfer :

ex ex.. -_._- ..
(ex+s) (ex-s)

2ex
22ex -s

(1II.40)

which is the same as for the parallel filter (eq. 111.12). The
sampled filter however is not the same as the parallel fiiter I

g (s) .. « (s)·« (s) II: ex(1+sT/2)
cas c a ex + s

ex(1-sT/2)
II:

ex - s

(II1.41)

Ve here find the additional zeros for the same quite harmiess
frequency as for the second order parallel filter (eq. 111.38)
w - n/2T. For s=j~ substituted ih the continuous transfer, and
s-jw in the sampled transfer and the frequency axis rescaled,
both transfers are plotted in figure 21 :

-1
10

-2
10

-3
10

1st order filter, fe = 0.01 Hz. T - 1 s

SAMPLED F"IL TER

"CONTINUOUS FILTER' ,

Figure 21 Bode plots for 1st order continuous and
sampled cascade filter.
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(IIt.42)

This filter has good characteristics : 40 dB/decade reduction, no
undesired zeros. Compare this with the second order cascade
filter which will now be studied.

III.B.2.e) 2nd order cascade filter

The transfer of the continuous filter is

224
Hcas (s ) '" ( Cl 2' Cl 2) '" ( 2Cl 2 ~)

( ex+S ) ( ex- s ) (ex - S )

A double second order pole makes this filter decay with 80
dB/decade. For the sampled filter we can find:

(
2(1 2T2/4) 2(1_S2T2/4»)if (s). fI (s)·if (s). ex -s - 2 - •

cas c a (ex + s) 2 (ex _ s)

(III.43)

2nd order filter. fe = 0.01 Hz. T = 1 s

We now have a filter with fourth order decay until ~ • n/2T (see
figure 22). This filter is also useful for trendfiltering.

210 ...---.....---.....--......-..........---.--.......---.--.--r--...,......-......--..--,..--.....----...-..-,

-1
10

-4
10

SAMPLED FlL TER

,
- 7L.....-~"--_"--...L-.........._--L_--L--'---'-..L...~...s::..:.:.:.:..:.,.L:.:=.=..u S=....a..;F~l~L::..:.T&;:E~R_'-'---'---..

10 10-4 10-3 10-2 10-1 uP
FREQUENCY (HZ)

Figure 22: Bode plots of 2nd order continuous and
sampled cascade filter.

I11.B.3 transient and DC-input response

For our choice of the trendfilter, we not only consider frequency
characteristics, but also require the filter to be in steady
state as quickly as possible, for the obvious reason that trends
will only then be adequately compensated. We can distinguish two
effects that trouble trendflltering, transient and DC input
response. They will both be treated in the sequel.
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III.B.3.a) transient

Due to the discontinuity at the start of the filtering (t • 0),
the system will respond by adding a time-varying signal to the
steady state response. This is the transient. It has the shape of
the solution of the general solution of the system's differential
equation. For a first order system this would be an exponential
function. If the system is stable the transient is damped
(approaches zero for t~~). For trendfilters this off course is
the case, but the time constants can be long, as only low
frequent components are filtered. Besides, as filtering is done
twice, both on the normal and the reversed data set. the
transient is encountered on both the start of the filtered data
as well as the end. It is therefore important to have a transient
duration as short as possible. A first order filter fulfils this
requirement best. A second order filter has a transient of the

-Ot' t vshape t'e . This results in a transient that is 1.4 times
longer than for the first order case. A parallel filter seems
slightly advantageous here. Due to taking the average, the
transients at the beginning and the end are reduced by a factor
two. For the cascade filter however, this is also the case for
the transient at the beginning. The reverse filtering reduces the
transient exponential with the system time-constant by a factor
two. This conclusion can be drawn straightforwardly, because the
time constants of filter and transient exponential are the same.
( transfer s/(s+Ot), for S=Ot ). Note that for higher order cascade
filters this reduction factor increases exponentially, whereas
for parallel filters the reduction remains the same. For the
transient at the end of the data set. introduced by reverse
filtering this reduction does not occur in the cascade filter.
This error can be reduced by taking the last value of the forward
filter as a start value for the reverse filter. If the phase
shift is small, this will be a good start value. This is the case
if the frequency is low. High frequencies are filtered out. which
means that their contribution to the output of the filter is
small.
For little disturbance by transients it is thus recommendable to
use a first order trendfilter. Now let us turn to the influence
of the DC-input response to trendfiltering.

III.B.3.b) DC-input response

A lot of signals that are input to the filter have considerable
DC components, often much larger than AC components. In order to
set the filter output at a value near the filtered values, the
start value of the forward filter is chosen to be the first of
the original data set. For the reverse filter this is the last
value of the data set. In the case of cascade filtering, we also
have the possibility to take the last value of the forward
filtered data as the start value for reverse filtering. This last
method is likely to offer a more accurate start value, as it is a
strongly filtered value, and can be considered more or less as an
average of the original data set.
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The choice of the first value from the data set for the start
value of the filtered data will probably still cause an offset
for this start value from the DC value. This will be called the
DC-input response
A DC-input response behaves exactly as a transient. In fact we
can't distinguish both effects for the forward filtering. The DC
input response in the forward filtered data is reduced by the
same factor as with the transient. This was the same for both
cascade and parallel filtering for the first order case (factor
2). The DC-input response of the reverse filter in the case of
parallel filtering is also reduced by 2. For the cascade filter
this is not the case, but choosing the last value of the forward
filtered data as start value should provide us with a negligible
off-set. This was also suggested for the transient.
As an example consider a first order syste~. All components that
have less than 5 periods over the data set are considered trends
and are filtered out. The time constant is thus chosen T/(5·2·n),
in which T is the length of the data set. If we take 4~ as a
limit for transient and DC-input (2 % left), we find that B/10'n
=1/4 of the data set is useless. For higher order filtering, or
lower cut-off frequency this part can even grow considerably.

111.B.4 conclusions

The first order sa~pled parallel filter has a zeto tor a
frequency depending on cut-off frequency and sample ti~e. This
could mean that too much high frequent data is subtracted from
the original outputs, deteriorating the model estimation. "i,her
order parallel filters all have zeros for frequencies in the
range that have to be removed from the data set. In this case
trends might not be fully removed. Cascade filters do not have
this disadvantage, so it would even be possible to use hilher
order filters. Due to the pole(s) for low frequencies however,
the filters have a very long transient and DC-input response,
which can cause severe problems, especially if high order filters
are used. The first order cascade filter has reduced transient
and DC-input response for the start of the data set, due to the
reverse filtering that is done on the causally filtered signal.
The end of the data set is disturbed as usual, but can be kept
small by choosing the last value of the causally filtered sl,nal
as a start value. Because of the good filter characteristics as
well as relatively small DC-input response, the first order
cascade filter is in general recommended for trendfiltering and
will be used for experiments in the sequel.
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III.C The autocorrelation of the filtered inputs

The autocorrelation of the input signal has to be a dirac
function for minimal error. For filtered PRBNS this will no
longer be the case. Ve will derive the autocorrelation for the
case of trendfiltering with a first order cascade filter, and for
filtering with a second order parallel filter.
For this case we will first derive the relation between the
autocorrelation of the input signal R (~) of a transfer H(s), andx
the autocorrelation of the output signal Ry(~)'

Vith: R (~) s x(t-~)x(t5
x - -

~(t) the stochastic input sighal

ao
l(t) ~CIOI ~(t-e)h(e)de, h(t) the impulse response of "(s)

Ve can find :

CIO

~(t-~)l( t) :z f -~(~t---~)~~""("'-t-~e"""')h( 9)de
_CIO

Steady state, this can be replaced by:

CIO

R (~) s f R ('t-9)h(9)d9 = R ('t)*h(t)xy x x_CIO

Similar

CD

l( t )l( t+~) :s f -~(~t---=-e'-)l"""'(-t+-~-'-)h( 9)d9
_CIO

Vhich again for steady state can be replaced by I

CIO

R (~) • f R (n9)h(9)d9 = R (~)*h(-~)Y xy xy_CD

(III.44)

(IIt.45)

(lII.46)

(UI.47)

Putting the results III.45 and III.47 together we find :

R (~) • h(~)*h(-~)*R (~)
Y x

(lII.48)

(lIt. 49)

In practice we will use the Laplace transform for calculating
Ry('t), and transform back at the end of the calculation rather

than solving the complicated convolution integral :

Gy(s) .. H(s)'H(-s)'Gx(s)

Again the bilateral Laplace tranSform has to be used because of
the existence of R ('t) and R ('t) for negative 'tox y
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Ve will apply this result for the calculation of two
autocorrelation functions of filtered noise. First the contlhuous
case is considered, and after that the influence of sampling. In
both cases the input noise is considered to be white, which for
the sampled case means that a PRBNS is theoretically not allowed
for such an input. For our case however of a PRBNS with very long
repetition period, this approximation may be made. The derived
results are obviously only valid for infinite length sequences,
another requirement that will not be met in practice. The
importance of this effect will be studied later in an experiment.

III.C.1 First order easeade filter

This low pass filter has transfer (eq. 111.40)

2ex
" (s) .. ....,....-;;2cas L. L.ex -s

(III. 50)

For trendfiltering the result of this low pass filtering is
subtracted from the original I

2ex
"trc(s) .. 1 -~

Ol -8
(III. 51)

The autocorrelation spectrum of the filtered signal is calculated
using (111.49) :

Gtr (s) ="t (s)'"t (-s)'G (s)c rc rc n (IIt.52)

Gn(s) is the spectrum of the input noise. As we take this noise

white its spectrum is Gn(s) = 1. This gives

2 2
Gtrc(s) = "trc(s)'Htrc(-s) = (1 - ex2~s2 ). ( 1 - ex2~s2 )-

2'ex2 ex4
1- 22 + 222=

ex -s (ex -s )

1 - ~-ex+s

2 2
ex + 1/4 (~ +~ + ex 2 + ex 2)=

ex-s ex+s ex-s (ex+s) (ex-s)

2
1 - 3/4 (~+ ex ) + 1/4 ( ex 2

ex+s ex-s (ex+s)

(III.53)
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transforming back to the time domain we find Rt (~) src

For sampled signals this is s

(III. 55)

-otTwi th a s e

This function is plotted in figure 23

1st order cascade filter. ex == 0.2 Hz

/ ~

---....V--

I

1.0

0.5

0.0

-0.5-so. -40. -30. -20. -10. 0.0 10.
L~G (T~U)

20. 30. ~o. 50.

Figure 23 Autocorrelation function of continuous
first order cascade trendfiltered noise

As for trendfiltering ot will generally be small, the filteting
will introduce a small correlatlon-co~fficientfor ~ • O. Now
let's consider the influence of sampling on this filter. The
following approximation was derived for the cascade filter
(eq. II1. 41 ) :

(II1.56)

For the pover spectral density of the filtered autocorrelation we
then find
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•

..

et
+

Ct-S

2 2
(1/4 - 1/8Ct2T2 + 1/64Ct4T4). ( Ct 2 + Ct 2) (111.57)

(Ct+s) (Ct-s)

In the time domain we find the autocorrelation function of the
filtered and sampled noise

2 4 2 6 4 I I -Ctl-cl(1/4Ct - 1/8Ct T + 1/64Ct r ). -c J·e (III-58)

Note that this complicated expression yields the same result as
the continuous case (eq. 111.54) if T is taken zero. As for
trendfiltering the product CtT will generally be much smaller than
one, the influence of sampling will be minimal and the
approximation with the continuous autocorrelation may be made.
We will now consider the second order parallel filter.

III.C.2 Second order parallel filter

For the transfer of the low pass filter we found (eq. 111.32)

2
H (s) .. 1/2 ( Ct 2

par (Ct+s)

The trendfilter thus is
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( i 2)H
t

(5) '" 1 - 1/2 + «
rp (ex+s)2 (ex_s)2

(III. 60)

For the power spectral density of the filtered noise we can
derive

G (8). H (5) •H (-5). (1trp trp trp

2« ,i )2.
2

2( ex-s)

2 2 4 4 4
1 - « ex « Ot lit

2 - 2 + 4 + 4 + ~ 2 •( ex+s) (ex-s) 4( ex+s) 4( ex-s) 2(ex+s) (ex-s)

2 2
) +1 + 118 (~ +~ ) (1/B-1) ( «2 +

ex+ 2ex+5 ex-S (ex+s) (ex-5)

4 4
( ex ex)1/4 4 + 4

(ex+9) (ex-s)

For the autocorrelation we now obtain

(III.61)

Rtrp(~) • g(~) + ( 1/8ex - 7/B«21~1 + 1/24Ot41~31 )'e-«I~I

(III.62)

For sampled signals we have :

Rt (r). 6(r) + ( liB - 7/BexlriT + 1/24«3Ir3IT3).etalrlrp

(III. 63)
-exTwith a • e

This result is plotted in figure 24

For this filter we also want to compare the influence of sampling
on the autocorrelation function. Ve therefore repeat the
procedure for the approximated sampled filter (eq. 111.38) :

22 (2 2)if ar (5) .. 1/2(l - s T 14)' ex 2 + ex 2 (I tI .64 )
P (ex+s) (ex-s)

The trendfiltered noise has power spectrum

(
2 2 ( 2Gtrp(S) '" 1 - 112(1 - s T 14)' ex 2 +

(«+s)
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2nd order summation filter. ex - 0.2 Hz
1. 5.-----,----r------r---r-----,--....,---,---......,..--..,....-----,
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0.5
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- 0 . 5L---.....L.-_...L..-_----"__'"""-_---JL.....-_-.1..__..L.-_---'-__"""--_-.1

-50. -40. -30. -20. -10. 0.0 10.
LAG (TAU)

Figure 24 Autocorrelation function of continuous
second order parallel trendfiltered noise

22 2
(

4 4 2 4 )1/4(1 - s T /4)· «4 +« «4 + 22 •
(<<+s) (<<-s) (<<+s) (<<-s)

(III. 65)

This last result is only found after elaborate calculation which
doesn't help explaining the result and is therefore left out of
this report.
Now transform the power spectral density back to the time domain
to obtain the filtered autocorrelation function :
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(III.66)

For T. 0, this expression yields the same result as the
autocorrelation for the continuous case (III.62).
If aT is small (aT « 1), this expression may be replaced by the
equation for the continuous filter.

III.C.3 conclusions

Comparinl both autocorrelation functions derived in this section,
we can see that for the second order filter the maximum
correlation values for ~~ are closer to zero (the roal • no
correlation), as for the first order filter. The first order
autocorrelation however has a faster decay towards zero. To
verify these results and research the influence of limited
experiment length, we will filter PRBNS sequences with varying
length and with first order cascade filters with varying cut-off
frequencies. This will be described in the next section. The
cascade filter is chosen because of the faster decay and smailer
transient and DC-input response that can be obtained with this
filter.
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(III.67)

111.0 Experiaents

In the previous section we derived an expression for the
autocorrelation of a filtered PRBNS sequence, under the
assumption of infinite sequence length. this will off course
never be the case in reality. Ye now want to start an experiment
in which the influence of finite sequence length will be studied.
It should also confirm the shape of the results found in the
previous section.
For this reason we will set up an experiment like the ones done
upon unfiltered data (see previous chapter). Sequences of varying
length will be generated, filtered, and the autocorrelation will
be calculated for 20 sequences for each length. From these
results expectation and variance of the autocorrelation will be
calculated for each length (again 100, 300, 1000, 3000, 10000,
and 30000). For these lengths the used PRBNS generator can be
considered as a random sequence generator, as its repetition
period is 64K.
Due to the mentioned transient and DC-input response the results
for weak filtering (high time constant) are less reliable. For
this reason only results for filtering with the shortest time
constant are shown here, although experiments have also been done
for lower cut off frequencies. The cut-off frequency at 10 times
the basic frequency (1 oscillation on the full data set) is
chosen for the demonstrated results. For three times and once the
basic frequency experiments have also been done. The results are
similar to the ones for the demonstrated case.
For the PRBNS filtered at 10 times the basic frequency results
are shown in figure 25. Results are only shown for sequence
lengths 100 and 300. For longer sequences no difference with the
expectation for unfiltered data can be distinguished. this will
be explained in the following. For the autocorrelation we derived
in the previous section (eq 111.55) :

Rt (r) = 6(r) + ( -3/4 + 1/4~lr1T ).aa 1rl
rc

with: a_e- ex•T

For this expression we find a zero for

Ye have chosen ~ 10 times the basic frequency, or

~ = 2·n·1O/N·T.

N is the length of the sequence (number of samples). This yields:

Note that for short sequences ex is smallert and the zero is found
for larger Irl. The exponential function a so decays slower. For
longer sequences this means that the results look similar to the
plots for unfiltered data. The expectation for the
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Figure 25 Expectation and variance for autocorrelation
of filtered PRBNS

autocorrelation for sequence length 100 is positive for small
lags, whereas the equation 111.67 predicts a negative value for
small lags. In order to check the reliability of the results for
the expectation, the variance is plotted as well. For example for
lag. 1 we find an expectation value of 0.2, and a variance value
0.02. This variance value means thAt (7=.14, which me;\nc:: ~hAt the
probability that the actual autocorrelation is negative is only 8
%. This under the assumption that the distribution is gaussian.
Ve may thus accept that the shape of the estimated
autocorrelation is not as we expected. Also note that the
variance values for lag • a are considerably smaller as fbr other
lags. The explanation for this can be found in the fact that for
lag.O the autocorrelation is always 1 for unfiltered sequences,
even for very short ones. This is shown in figure 26. The
expectation together with the small variances show that it is
very unlikely that these autocorrelations will drop below 1. As
for consecutive lags the values are expected to be the ones for
lag=O minus 1, This shows with more reliability that the
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autocorrelations remain positive. For example for sequence
-5 hlength 1000, expectation is 1.015, variance = 4·10 , t us a •

6.10-3, which means that the probability that the actual
autocorrelation is below 1 is 0.6 %. The decrease of the
expectation for longer sequences is as expected.
As stated before, the results of the expectation for longer
sequences look very much like the expectation for unfiltered
data, 1 for lag:O, and 0 for lag.o. Figure 27 shows a plot of the
variance for a non-zero lag. For all other lags this is more or
less identical. Note that the measured values are very much like
the ones we found for unfiltered data in the previous chapter.
This was variance = liN.
Ve may conclude from these experiments that the shape of the
autocorrelation is different from what we expected, but very
clo.e to the ideal autocorrelation for unfiltered data. The
reliability of the found expectation is the same as for
unfiltered data, as is shown by the variance.
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IV Conclusions

After investigating the effects of trends added to the output of
processes on the model estimation of these processes in chapter
II, and the effects of trendfiltering on the model estimation in
chapter III, this research would only have been complete if it
would have been followed by a profound comparison of the
detrimental effects on the model, and if the results would have
been verified by practical simulations. Due to lack of time, we
will have to do without it.
We started by deriving an error criterion for a least squares
estimation of a process which will be modelled by a sequence of
Markov parameters (equation 11.13).

tV '" tr(E'E ) ::

This is a function of M , the markov parameters describing the
m

model. While estimating the model, this expression will be
minimized. This will give the best results if the terms not

containing M are zero or at least small. For this reason the
m

research as described in chapter II continued by derivinl an
expression for the influence of trends added to the output of the
process. The influence on the error criterion is essentially
described by the cross correlation of PRBNS ( the input signal ),
and sampled sine wave ( the trend ). This shows that the extra.
component in the error criterion as a result of the added sine'
wave is not very large, but as the purpose of the research is to
generate criteria for deciding upon the measure of trendfiltering
that should be applied, this should be compared to the
disturbance on the model that is caused by filtering.
In chapter III we therefore concentrated on the effects of
trendfiltering on the estimated model. In general this is
depending on the choice of trendfilter and the process that is to
be modelled. Under the assumption however, that all inputs and
outputs are filtered by the same filter, and filtering both input
data and output data prior to modelling, the influence of
filtering can be described independent of the process to be
modelled. The error criterion to be minimized in this case is
very close to the one found for the unfiltered case, only the
input signal is a filtered PRBNS, and the noise contribution
(containing the trend) is redUced by filtering. For this case the
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autocorrelation of the input signal reflects the effect of the
disturbance due to filtering. For a filtered input, the result
for this correlation is off course depending on the particular
filter used. We concluded that a first order cascade filter best
suited our needs, that is filtering the trend while disturbing
the data set as little as possible. Cascade filters in general
give better performance than parallel filters, and only first
order filtering is recommended for the long transient and DC
input response that would otherwise occur. For a first order
filter this can already become troublesome, due to the long time
constants used for trendfiltering.
For the type of filter chosen, experiments were done, and when
comparing the results with the calculated autocorrelation we note
that the sign of the function expected is positive instead of
negative, but that the difference between the filtered and the
unfiltered case is only noticeable for very short sequences of
100 and 300 samples. This by the way, was also predicted by the
calculated autocorrelation, only with opposite sign. Regrettably
no further research could be done to explain this discrepancy.
The strong resemblance of filtered and unfiltered autocorrelation
leads to the conclusion that filtering with a first order cascade
filter does hardly affect the modelling of the process. this,
compared to the small but clearly visible influence of the added
sine on modelling makes the balance definitely turn in favout of

\
trendfiltering . Note however that we are comparing two different

\contributions to the error criterion here. The filtered input has

\effect on all terms with Q, i.e. all terms with H, and may be. m
expected to have strong influence on the model. Trends added to
the output only affect terms with N, and will probably have a
less stronger effect on the estimated model. Though in general
trendfiltering may be favourable, care should be taken if the
trend is only small. Further research and experiments with
modelling should yield the desired criteria. So far, as a result
of the work described here, a better filter has been found for
trendfiltering, instead of the parallel filter (generally 2nd
order) that was used before, and the presumption that
trendfiltering is generally desired has been confirmed.
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